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10 ABSTRACT: In this work, we employ a multiscale quantum-
11 classical mechanics (QM/MM) scheme to investigate the
12 chemical reactivity of sulfenic acids (RSOH) toward hydrogen
13 peroxide, both in aqueous solution and in the protein
14 environment of the peroxiredoxin alkyl hydroperoxide
15 reductase E from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MtAhpE). The
16 reaction of oxidation of cysteine with hydrogen peroxides,
17 catalyzed by peroxiredoxins, is usually accelerated several
18 orders of magnitude in comparison with the analogous
19 reaction in solution. The resulting cysteine sulfenic acid is
20 then reduced in other steps of the catalytic cycle, recovering
21 the original thiol. However, under some conditions, the sulfenic acid can react with another equivalent of oxidant to form a
22 sulfinic acid (RSO2H). This process is called overoxidation and has been associated with redox signaling. Herein, we employed a
23 multiscale scheme based on density function theory calculations coupled to the classical AMBER force field, developed in our
24 group, to establish the molecular basis of thiol overoxidation by hydrogen peroxide. Our results suggest that residues that play
25 key catalytic roles in the oxidation of MtAhpE are not relevant in the overoxidation process. Indeed, the calculations propose
26 that the process is unfavored by this particular enzyme microenvironment.
1. INTRODUCTION
27 Computer simulation techniques provide an excellent tool to
28 shed light on the molecular basis of chemical and biological
29 processes. Specifically, reactive processes in complex environ-
30 ments can be dealt with using multiscale techniques which may
31 be envisaged in two different schemes. One method consists of
32 applying different levels of theory in a sequential way, i.e., using
33 classical atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
34 followed by quantum mechanics (QM) calculations of a
35 selected part of the system. The other method consists of
36 applying simultaneously the two techniques, considering one
37 part of the system described at one level of theory while the
38 rest is treated at the other level, i.e., the standard hybrid
39 quantum classical techniques (QM/MM).
40 In our group we have developed two different QM/MM
41 codes; one is based on a numerical DFT scheme coupled to
42 the AMBER force field.1 Using this method, we have
43 investigated several reactions by computing potential energy
44 profiles and elucidated reaction mechanisms for processes both
45 in solution, such as the chorismate to prephenate conversion,1
46 or in protein environments, such as the NO detoxification
47 mechanism catalyzed by truncated hemoglobin N of
48 Mycobacterium tuberculosis2 and the catalytic mechanism and
49 the detection of a novel intermediate in indoleamine 2,3-
50deoxygenase.3 The other code, named LIO, is based on a
51Gaussian basis set approach, has been optimized for running in
52GPU,4,5 and has been extensively used for the investigation of
53reaction mechanisms and selectivity of hydroperoxides with
54the cysteine catalyzed reaction in peroxiredoxin, as well as in
55aqueous solution, yielding in both cases the corresponding
56sulfenic acid (reaction 1). The use of an appropriate
57combination of classical MD followed by a computationally
58efficient QM/MM code allowed us to achieve a more extensive
59sampling of the configurational space and to obtain free energy
60profiles. The free energy profiles provide information on
61kinetic and thermodynamics properties that could be
62compared directly with experimental values, since both thermal
63and entropic effects are included, which are not considered in
64potential energy profiles.
65Herein, we illustrate the combination of classical MD and
66QM/MM MD with two reactivity problems in complex
67environments. In the first place, we analyze the reaction of a
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68 model sulfenic acid with hydrogen peroxide in aqueous
69 solution that yields the corresponding sulfinic acid (RSO2H).
70 [According to their low pKa values (∼2 for free cysteine), these
71 compounds exist mostly under the deprotonated, sulfinate
72 form at physiological pH.6] This is an extremely challenging
73 problem due to the dynamical nature of aqueous solvation. In
74 the second place, we analyze the same reaction in another
75 challenging situation, a protein that presents a highly
76 nanoheterogeneous environment.
77 Cysteine sulfinic acids (Cys-SO2H) are oxidized forms of
78 either free or protein Cys residues. Free Cys oxidation to
79 sulfinic acid, catalyzed by Fe2+-dependent Cys dioxygenases, is
80 the first step in the catabolic route of the amino acid.6 In turn,
81 protein Cys-SO2H, initially considered an oxidative post-
82 translational modification arising mostly as an artifact from
83 purification processes, is now known to occur in vivo, in
84 different proteins.7,8 Indeed, quantitative analysis estimated
85 that Cys-SO2H accounts for ∼1−2% of total Cys residues in
86 the soluble proteins of the rat liver.9 The formation of sulfinic
87 acid can involve two consecutive two-electron oxidations of
88 thiolates (RS−): the first yielding a sulfenate (RSO−; reaction
89 1), which is then further oxidized to sulfinate (RSO2
−; reaction
90 2), in a process that is often referred to as over- or
91 hyperoxidation.10,11
RS R OOH RSO R OH+ ′ → + ′− −92 (reaction 1)
RSO R OOH RSO R OH2+ ′ → + ′
− −
93 (reaction 2)
94 Alternatively, sulfinic acid could result from the one-electron
95 oxidation of thiolates to thiyl radicals (RS•) followed by a
96 reaction with oxygen, reorganization of the corresponding thio-
97 peroxyl radical (RSOO•) to a sulfonyl radical (RS(O)O•),
98 which can eventually be reduced to sulfinic acid.12−14 Among
99 all the biologically relevant two-electron oxidants involved in
100 overoxidation reactions, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) has a
101 recognized role in redox signaling processes.15,16 The kinetics
102 of the reaction of H2O2 with free cysteine and other aliphatic
103 low molecular weight (LMW) thiols is pH-dependent, since
104 pH affects thiolate availability depending on thiol acidity.17 In
105 addition, pH-independent rate constants are higherusually
106 in the 101 M−1 s−1 range at 25 °Cfor those thiolates of
107 higher basicity, according to their higher nucleophilicity.18
108 In the case of cysteine residues, the protein microenviron-
109 ment can largely affect reactivity. Among the proteins
110 susceptible to cysteine modification to sulfinic acid (see
t1 111 Table 1 for examples and determined rate constants),
112peroxiredoxins (Prxs) deserve particular attention. These
113enzymes catalyze the two-electron reduction of hydroperoxides
114such as hydrogen peroxide, organic hydroperoxides, and
115peroxynitrite by ping-pong bisubstratic kinetic mecha-
116nisms.19−21 In the oxidizing part of the catalytic cycle, the
117peroxidatic cysteine of Prxs (CysP) performs the nucleophilic
118attack on the hydroperoxide yielding the corresponding
119alcohol as the first product, while the peroxidatic thiol
120(CysP-SH) is oxidized to sulfenic acid (CysP-SOH). The
121oxidation of peroxidatic thiols in Prxs by hydroperoxides is
122usually very rapid (104 to 108 M−1 s−1).12,22 Unfortunately, due
123to the instability of aliphatic LMW sulfenic acids, experimental
124determinations of the rate constants of their overoxidation are
125almost lacking.23−25 pH profile of H2O2-mediated protein Cys-
126SOH oxidation indicated sulfenate as the reactive species,26 in
127agreement with computational results.27 In 2-Cys Prxs there is
128a resolution step in which CysP-SOH reacts with the resolving
129Cys (CysR) to form a disulfide bond. The latter is then reduced
130by thioredoxin or a related enzyme. In 1-Cys Prxs, CysP-SOH
131is reduced to CysP-SH by different mechanisms, depending on
132the particular enzyme.19 Prxs are prone to inactivation by
133oxidizing substrates, through the reaction of a second
134hydroperoxide moiety with CysP-SOH yielding CysP-SO2H.
28
135Prxs overoxidation second-order rate constants are usually
136∼103 times lower than the oxidation ones considering the same
137hydroperoxide.29−31 The susceptibility of different Prxs to
138oxidative inactivation depends on how rapidly overoxidation
139occurs with respect to other possible pathways of CysP-SOH.
140In particular, overoxidation competes with resolution in 2-Cys
141Prxs,32 or with mixed disulfide formation with other cellular
142thiols both in two-cysteine and 1-Cys Prxs.32 Sulfinylation can
143promote protein ubiquitination and degradation by the
144proteasome.33 Furthermore, CysP-SO2H in some Prxs can be
145reduced back to CysP-SOH by sulfiredoxins, ATP-dependent
146enzymes which have been recently reported to also catalyze the
147reduction of other sulfinylated proteins.7,34 The reversible
148inactivation of Prxs due to sulfinylation and reactivation
149through sulfiredoxin is the basis of the floodgate hypothesis of
150redox signaling.32
151In many Prxs, redox changes are associated with changes in
152their quaternary structures, which importantly affect the
153enzyme function35−37 and can also affect the susceptibility to
154overoxidation.38,39 In turn, overoxidation of some Prxs
155promotes the formation of higher molecular weight complexes
156which acquire chaperone activity.40
157In this work, we employed a combination of classical MD
158and QM/MM schemes to describe the molecular basis of CysP
159overoxidation in atomistic detail, choosing as a member of the
160peroxiredoxin (Prx) family the 1-Cys alkyl hydroperoxide
161reductase E from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MtAhpE, see
162 f1Figure 1). This enzyme is dimeric and reduces different
163hydroperoxides using either mycothiol/mycoredoxin-1 or
164hydrogen sulfide as a reducing substrate.26,29,41−43 When the
165protein is oxidized, it is also dimeric at least during short
166incubation times (minutes). MtAhpE CysP-SOH is relatively
167stable, its pKa is 6.6 at 25 °C and its rate constant of H2O2-
168mediated overoxidation is 42 M−1 s−1 at 25 °C.26 We present a
169detailed description of the multiscale simulations approach to
170investigate this chemical process both in aqueous solution and
171in the protein environment and correlate our results with
172experimental findings.
Table 1. Bimolecular Rate Constants of Protein Cys
Overoxidation by Hydrogen Peroxide
protein k′ (M−1 s−1) conditions references
human Prx1 1770 pH 7.4; 25 °C 44
57 pH 7. 0; 30 °C 45
human Prx2 1970 pH 7.4; 25 °C 44
6000 pH 7.4; 25 °C 46
human Prx3 1100 pH 7.8; 14 °C 47
6000 pH 7.4; 25 °C 46
M. tuberculosis AhpE 40 pH 7.4; 25 °C 26
human serum albumin 0.4 pH 7.4; 37 °C 48
Cdc25B phosphatase 60 pH 7.0; 20 °C 49
Cdc25C phosphatase 110 pH 7.0; 20 °C 49
S. faecalis NADH peroxidase 0.14 pH 7.0; 25 °C 50
0.11 pH 7.0; 25 °C 51
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2. METHODS
173 The oxidation of the model system methanesulfenate
174 (MeSO−) by H2O2 was studied employing electronic structure
175 calculations in vacuo. We then performed QM/MM
176 simulations to study the reaction of MeSO− in aqueous
177 solution and MtAhpE-CysP-SO
− with H2O2. In each case,
178 QM/MM simulations were performed by describing the
179 solvent water molecules at the MM level of theory, and key
180 atoms of reactants were selected to constitute the QM
181 subsystem. MeSO− and H2O2 were treated entirely as quantum
182 residues while only the methylene and −SO− of the CysP
183 (Cys45) were considered in the case of MtAhpE. A detailed
184 description of the protocols employed is given in the next
185 subsections.
186 2.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Classical molec-
187 ular dynamics (MD) simulations of the MtAhpE dimer were
188 performed for the thiolate form of the reduced enzyme
189 (MtAhpE-S−) and for the sulfenate form (MtAhpE-S0−). The
190 X-ray crystal structures of the enzyme in both states were
191 retrieved from the Protein Database (PDB). Two original
192 structures (PDB ID: 1XXU and 1XVW)52 and their reviewed
193 version by using a new refinement algorithm specially
194 developed for sulfur H-bonds in proteins (PDB ID: 4X0X
195 and 4X1U) were considered.53 We performed relatively long
196 MD simulations starting from the four structures described
197 above, but nonsignificant differences were observed between
198 the original and the revised structures (see Supporting
199 Information Figure S1). We decided to continue the
200 simulations and analyses using the more recently reported
201 structures.53
202 The four initial models were studied using the same MD
203 protocol. Each system was solvated with an octahedral box of
204 12 Å in radius with TIP3P water molecules.54 Protein
205 parameters correspond to the parm14SB Amber force field55
206 with the exception of the parameters for the Cys-SO− residue
207 that were developed using standard protocols.56 Simulations
208 were performed using periodic boundary conditions with a 10
209 Å cutoff and particle mesh Ewald summation method for
210 treating the electrostatic interactions. The hydrogen bond
211 lengths were kept at their equilibrium distance by using the
212 SHAKE algorithm,57 while temperature and pressure were kept
213 constant with a Langevin thermostat58 and barostat,59
214 respectively, as implemented in the AMBER14 program.
215 Each system was minimized in 1000 steps (10 with steepest
216 descent and the rest with conjugate gradient). It was then
217heated from 0 to 300 K for 20 ps at constant pressure, with a
218Berendsen thermostat,60 and pressure was equilibrated at 1 bar
219for 5 ps. After these two steps, a 10 ns MD long simulation at
220constant temperature (300 K) and constant volume was
221performed followed by an unrestrained 700-ns-long production
222MD at the NPT ensemble.
223In order to study the overoxidation process, after character-
224ization of the equilibrium properties of the different systems, a
225H2O2 molecule was placed at the active site of the CysP-SO
−
226system (4X1U) by replacing a water molecule close to CysP
227present in the X-ray crystal structure. A 1-μs-long MD
228simulation was performed keeping the distance between a
229peroxide oxygen atom and the sulfur atom less than 4.5 Å. To
230achieve this, a restraint was applied, such that the external
231potential on the mentioned distance was null between zero and
2324.5 Å and rose sharply to higher values from 4.5 Å onward
233(acting as a “wall-like” potential). The parameters used for the
234H2O2 molecule were obtained from previous works.
42,61
2352.2. Initial Survey of the Reaction in Model Systems.
236All the electronic structure calculations were performed with
237Gaussian 09.62 Geometry optimizations at different stages of
238the reaction were performed at the generalized gradient
239approximation (GGA) level, using the PBE combination of
240exchange and correlation functional, with a double-ζ plus
241polarization (dzvp) Gaussian basis set.63 In each case,
242frequency calculations were performed, and entropic con-
243tributions were calculated as implemented in the Gaussian 09
244suite, which considers a harmonic potential and rigid rotor
245approximation for vibrations and rotations. The transition state
246structures were confirmed by performing intrinsic reaction
247coordinate calculations.64 Additionally, reactions were studied
248employing the Møller−Plesset perturbation theory (at the
249MP2 level) with the dzvp basis to evaluate activation barrier
250underestimations inherent to pure DFT functionals.65
2512.3. QM/MM MD: System Initial Equilibration. QM/
252MM simulations were performed using LIO software, compiled
253with Amber14, which is particularly efficient due to the use of
254GPUs for the most consuming part of the calculations.4,66 In
255each case, initial structures for the reactants were obtained
256from ab initio, PBE-level geometry optimizations. The
257reactants were placed in a truncated 25 Å octahedral box
258filled with TIP3P model water molecules.54 Periodic boundary
259conditions were used, and each box contained only the
260reactants and approximately 4000 explicit water molecules.
261The Lennard-Jones parameters (ε and σ) for the quantum
Figure 1. Catalytic cycle of 2-Cys Prxs andMtAhpE. After oxidation of CysP to sulfenic acid (violet), the possibility of overoxidation to sulfinic acid
by a second hydroperoxide molecule is represented (pink). In 2-Cys Prxs (A), overoxidation competes with enzyme resolution (orange) followed
by reduction (cyan) mostly relying on thioredoxin (Trx). In some eukaryotic 2-Cys Prxs, sulfiredoxins (Srx) may reduce the sulfinic acid back to
sulfenic acid at the expense of ATP. For MtAhpE (B), two reduction pathways need to be recognized, mycothiol/mycoredoxin-1 (MSH/Mrx-1) or
hydrogen sulfide (see the text).
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262 subsystem atoms were 0.2500, 0.1094, 0.2104, and 0.0157
263 kcal/mol and 2.000, 1.9080, 1.7210, and 1.4870 Å, for S, C, O,
264 and H, respectively. The system was optimized freezing the
265 classical water molecules and, second, restraining the QM
266 subsystem Cartesian coordinates with a quadratic bias
267 potential using a force constant of 400 kcal/mol Å2, as
268 implemented in the Amber14 suit. Then, 0.1-ns-long classical
269 thermalization dynamics was performed, heating from 0 to 300
270 K, keeping the internal motion restraint on the reactant
271 complex (RC). Finally, a reliable thermalization of the solute
272 was ensured by a 1 ps QM/MM MD with an uncoupled
273 Berendsen thermostat,60 in order to control the local kinetic
274 energy of the relatively small QM subsystem. All dynamics
275 visualizations and molecular drawings were performed with
276 VMD 1.9.1.67
277 2.4. QM/MM MD Simulations: Free Energy Profiles
278 Calculation. 2.4.1. General Aspects and Reaction Coor-
279 dinate Choice. Free energy profiles were obtained using the
280 umbrella sampling method, a biased molecular dynamics based
281 method for the calculation of one- or more-dimensional free
282 energy profiles.68,69 Among the different proposed umbrella
283 sampling strategies,69 we employed the sampling method in
284 which intermediate steps between two thermodynamic states
285 are covered by a series of windows, at each of which a biased
286 MD simulation is performed. The choice of an adequate
287 reaction coordinate and its representation using an order
288 parameter is an open issue in theoretical chemistry.70−72
289 Importantly, this parameter is expected to be the degree of
290 freedom associated with the energetic barrier in the transition
291 process, and it is assumed to ensure that the “effective”
292 potential energy surface does not exhibit barriers, between the
293 initial and the final state, higher than thermal energy. If bonds
294 are being formed or broken through the process, distances
295 concerning the involved atoms should be included in the
296 selected degree of freedom, since it is well-known that the
297 breaking and the formation of bonds are processes which
298 usually exhibit great energetic changes. Once the free energy
299 profile is obtained, it is possible to verify whether the system
300 structure does not exhibit large conformational “jumps” going
301 from one window to another.73 If so, the selected order
302 parameter is likely adequate and the obtained results are
303 reliable. In our case, the order parameter (ξ) that describes the
304 progress of the processes was defined as a combination of
305 geometric parameters. As stated before, this order parameter is
306 referred to as a reaction coordinate even though it might not
307 be the exact reaction coordinate of the system (i.e., the one-
308 dimensional coordinate that connects reactants and products
309 by the minimum free-energy pathway). In this work, the
310 reaction coordinate is defined in each case under study, given
311 by the difference between the nucleophilic sulfur atom and the
312 electrophilic center (OR oxygen atom for H2O2) distance and
313 the distance between the electrophilic center and the closest
314 atom of the leaving group (OW oxygen atom for H2O2). Atom
315 labels and reaction coordinates definitions are illustrated
316 below.
317 2.4.2. Windows Thermalization in a Charge-Reparamet-
318 rization Scheme. Initial structures for subsequent umbrella
319 sampling windows were obtained from a steered QM/MM
320 MD simulation. In each case, the system was conducted from
321 the reactant to products in 25 ps using a force constant of 200
322 kcal/mol Å2. As we have shown in a previous work, solvent
323 pattern rearrangements related to charge redistribution during
324 the reaction are not well-sampled on the picosecond scale, and
325this might lead to overestimation of the free energy barriers
326obtained.4 The windows were then carefully equilibrated in
327order to improve solvation sampling, employing a 10-step cycle
328which involved a QM/MM recalculation of the classical
329residue’s charges and a 0.1 ns MM MD with an internal
330motion restraint (force constant of 600 kcal/mol Å2) in each
331step. After each MM MD, a QM/MM optimization was
332performed, and the topology was modified replacing the new
333calculated charges of the QM subsystem for the next step. This
334process was iteratively repeated 10 times, summing up to 1 ns
335of classical MD.
3362.4.3. Free Energy Profiles Calculation. Equilibrated
337structures obtained with the previously described charge
338reparametrization scheme were used as initial coordinates for
339each umbrella sampling window. The windows were centered
340at different reaction coordinate reference values, spaced by 0.1
341Å in most of the cases, and it was verified that their
342distributions overlapped. A quadratic bias potential function
343(also centered in those reference values) was added to the
344reaction coordinate in each window, and a 5-ps-long
345uncoupled thermostat QM/MM MD was generated, followed
346by a 10 ps long QM/MM production MD using the stochastic
347Langevin thermostat model in order to get a reliable canonical
348distribution. Biased probability distributions along the reaction
349coordinate (Pb(ξi)) were computed using only Langevin MD
350data. Unbiased free-energy G of the ith window was then
351recovered from biased simulations as
G RT P
k
F( ) ln( ( ))
2
( )i i i i i
b ref 2ξ ξ ξ ξ= − − − +
352(1)
353where T is the temperature (300 K), R is the ideal gas
354constant, ξi
ref is the reference value of the window, k is the bias
355force constant (100−200 kcal/mol Å2, depending on the
356window), and Fi is an integration constant that cannot be
357directly obtained from the MD simulation. As mentioned
358before, Pb(ξi) was directly obtained from the MD simulation.
359Strictly, since the simulations were performed in the canonical
360ensemble, eq 1 leads to the Helmholtz free energy. However,
361for condensed systems, it could be considered practically
362identical to Gibbs free energy. The complete free energy
363profiles and statistical errors were finally obtained with the
364umbrella integration method.69,74 An illustration of the
365 f2described methodology is shown in Figure 2.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3663.1. Structural and Dynamical Behavior of the
367Enzyme in Different Redox States. The dynamical
368properties of the MtAhpE dimer in the reduced state and its
369interaction with different substrates have been investigated in
370previous works by means of MD simulations42,43,61 and also by
371NMR experiments.75 Nonetheless, the oxidized state (CysP-
372SO−) has not been studied by dynamical techniques. As
373predicted by the X-ray structures, the oxidation of CysP
374resulted neither in large scale conformational changes in the
375enzyme nor in significant changes in its dynamical behavior
376 f3(Figure 3A and B). In spite of that, an important local active
377site remodelling is noticed when going from CysP-S
− to CysP-
378SO− states: the interaction network responsible for the
379oxidation step acceleration, present when the enzyme is
380reduced,4,61 gets perturbed by the oxidation of CysP.
381Specifically, the hydrogen bond interaction between CysP
382and Thr42 is not present in the sulfenate state, and Arg116
383also softens its association with CysP as it interacts much more
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384strongly with Glu48 (Figure 3C−E). The fact the sulfenate of
385CysP is not particularly stabilized by Thr42 is consistent with
386the sulfenic acid being less acidic than the thiol in this
387enzyme.76 It is worth mentioning that no significant deviations
388of the C−S−OS angle (∼105−110°) were observed either
389within the three conformations sampled by classical MD
390simulations or during QM/MM simulation sampling or the
391evolution of the reaction (Supporting Information Figure S2),
392in contrast with the ∼153° observed in the case of
393Xanthomonas campestris peroxiredoxin Q sulfenic acid
394crystals.77
395These changes affect the positioning of the substrate
396preceding the overoxidation reaction. When a H2O2 molecule
397is placed at the MtAhpE-CysP-SO
− active site, at least three
398 f4different local conformations could be distinguished (Figure
399 f44A). Two of these conformations (I and II) differ in the
400hydroperoxide position with respect to CysP, with Arg116
401interacting directly with both CysP and H2O2 in conformation
402II (the most populated conformation within the 1 μs MD
403simulation) and only with CysP in conformation I. The third
404conformation corresponds to the insertion of H2O2 toward the
405protein core, forcing an to Arg116 shift the active site outward
406(Figure 4A and Supporting Information Figure S3). As the
407three conformations showed different properties regarding the
Figure 2. Pipeline representation of the simulation protocol used in
this work for obtaining free energy profiles.
Figure 3. Structural and dynamical comparison of thiolate and sulfenate states of MtAhpE. (A) Root mean square fluctuation (Å) on a per residue
basis and (B) secondary structure content (%) obtained from MD simulations of different redox states. (C) Distribution of relevant distances at the
active site (Å). (D and E) Typical snapshots of MtAhpE active site taken from MD simulations of CysP-S
− and CysP-SO
− systems, respectively.
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408 substrate positioning and thus its interactions with different
409 chemical groups of the enzyme, we decided to determine the
410 overoxidation reaction free energy profile starting from a
411 representative structure of each one, in order to evaluate the
412 consequences of these dynamical characteristics on the
413 reactivity properties of the system.
414 3.2. Reactions Evolution and Mechanism. The free
415 energy profiles and the corresponding free energy barriers
416 (ΔG†) of the studied reactions are shown in Figure 4B and
t2 417 Table 2. Free energy barriers of these reactions are sensitive to
418 the level of theory used and/or to the presence of explicit
419 water molecules in the simulated system, as has been discussed
420 previously.27 Except for an earlier transition state (TS) found
421 for the reaction of MeSO− in aqueous solution with respect to
422 the CysP-SO
− in the enzyme (ξ values of −0.9 and −0.7 Å,
423 respectively), no significant changes were observed regarding
424 the operative reaction mechanism: in both enzyme and
425 solution environments, the overoxidation reaction could be
426 described as a bimolecular nucleophilic substitution followed
427 by a proton transfer. Three major processes were observed to
428 describe the evolution of the reaction: the S−OR bond
429 formation, the OR−OW bond breaking, and the proton transfer
430 from OR to OW to yield a water molecule. This mechanistic
431 behavior showed analogies with that of the oxidation of
432 thiolates.4,42,61,78,79 Since the proton is transferred after the TS
433 is reached, the selection of the reaction coordinate is expected
434to have reliable free activation energies, and the reaction free
435energies might be even lower (more negative) than the ones
436reported in this work, for which the direct calculation of an
437equilibrium constant or a redox potential might be prone to
438large errors. Nevertheless, all the reactions under investigation
439turn out to be strongly exergonic (being completely
440irreversible), and errors coming from the lack of sampling of
441the hydrogen transfer process or from Hamiltonian flaws
442would not affect the overall trend (Figure 4B).
443The ΔG† values (Figure 4B) show that the enzyme
444microenvironment raises the value of the barrier by ∼3−6
445kcal/mol (depending on the starting conformation) compared
446to the reaction in aqueous solution, which suggests that
447residues and interactions that are responsible for the oxidation
448catalysis do not play a catalytic role in the overoxidation
449reaction.61 Additionally, the comparison of the results obtained
450in vacuo for MeSO−, by means of electronic structure
451calculations, and those coming from the QM/MM MD
452shows that the aqueous solvent lowers the barrier and that
453the PBE functional underestimates the free energy barrier in
454comparison with the MP2 method, which could be possibly
455attributed to the flaws of DFT at the GGA level for describing
456transition states.65,80 The TS structures obtained in vacuo
457(which were confirmed through IRC calculations) and from
458the QM/MM simulations were very similar, supporting the
459reliability of these results.
460Given the exponential dependence of the rate constant on
461the free energy barrier (due to Eyring’s equation81), even small
462errors on the latter would lead to large variations in the
463calculated rate constant, and as shown in Table 2, the
464electronic structure method strongly affects the absolute value
465of the computed barriers. However, the ratio between the rate
466constants of two bimolecular reactions (namely, k1 and k2) can
467be roughly estimated as k1/k2 = exp(ΔG2† − ΔG1†), assuming
468compensation of errors in the computed barriers. From the
469free energy profiles shown in Figure 4, CysP-SO
− in
470conformations I and II (Figure 4) is expected to react ∼104
471times slower than MeSO−, while a ∼102 factor is expected for
472conformation III. Additionally, the obtained ΔG† values for the
473MtAhpE overoxidation are several kilocalories per mole lower
Figure 4. (A) Schematic representation of H2O2 sampling in MtAhpE-CysP-SO
− active site obtained by restrained MD simulations. Three clusters
of H2O2 positioning with respect to CysP-SO
− were observed (I, II, and III; oxygen and hydrogen atoms density depicted in red and gray,
respectively). Two conformations of Arg116 are depicted as they depend on H2O2 locations. (B) Free energy profiles of H2O2 reduction reactions by
MeSO− or CysP-SO
− starting from the three different conformations observed in A obtained by QM/MM umbrella sampling simulations. A
schematic representation of the QM subsystem and the reaction coordinate (ξ) definition are shown.
Table 2. Free Energy Barriers for MeSO− and MtAhpE-
CysP-SO
− Reactions with H2O2 Obtained by Electronic
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474 than the experimentally determined 10.5 kcal/mol for the
475 oxidation process,61 and the same trend is observed when
476 comparing with computationally estimated barriers.4,61 These
477 results are in qualitative agreement with the lower second-
478 order rate constants determined for this reaction in several
479 enzymes (Table 1) in comparison to those of the oxidation
480 process (the oxidation being ∼103 faster at 25 °C in the
481 particular case of MtAhpE).12,22,41,61
482 On the other hand, the oxidation reaction has been reported
483 to be accelerated ∼104 times by the enzyme, which in turn
484 emphasizes the unfavorable microenvironment that the
485 enzyme provides for the overoxidation reaction in contrast
486 with the oxidation reaction (in each case, relative to the
487 corresponding reaction in aqueous solution). In our previous
488 study of the oxidation reaction, the exploration of the free
489 energy landscape using the umbrella sampling method allowed
490 us to identify key events during the oxidation reaction, and the
491 obtained ΔΔG† of ∼4 kcal/mol was in reasonable agreement
492 with the 4 orders of magnitude increase in the oxidation rate
493 constants and the experimental ΔΔG† of 5.4 kcal/mol.61
494 Furthermore, the strong interactions of the thiolate and the
495 peroxide with Arg116 and Thr42 residues, which are extremely
496 conserved among the Prx family, confirmed that these are key
497 residues in the stabilization of the TS due to an active site
498 design that sets up a complex H-bond network. This is
499 consistent with the decrease of reactivity with hydrogen
500 peroxide previously measured for MtAhpE variants lacking
501 these residues.82 More precisely, Arg116, which is initially
502 oriented to the thiolate with both N atoms equidistant to the S
503 atom (see Figure 3D), turns toward one of the O atoms of the
504 peroxide facilitating the TS linear arrangement and its
505 stabilization through H-bond interactions involving also the
506 Thr42 hydroxyl group. However, when the sulfenate is formed,
507 Arg116 interacts through two H-bonds with Glu48 in
508 conformations I and II (Figure 3E). In conformation III,
509 Arg116 is oriented outward from the active site and interacts
510 with Glu48, forming only one H-bond. The presence of this
511 double H-bond interaction in conformations I and II leads to a
512 different behavior of the Arg116 that practically does not
f5 513 change its orientation or distance with CysP (Cys45 in Figure 5
514 and Supporting Information Figure S4) through the reaction.
515 Only conformation III exhibits some mobility in Arg116 but
516 always maintains its position far from the active site.
517 Taking into account that the TS structure turned out to be
518 qualitatively the same for the three conformations studied and
519 for the reaction in solution, we further investigate if the
520 differences in the free energy barriers could be related not to
521significant changes in the TS structure but to the differential
522stabilization of the RC and TS in each case.
5233.3. Charges Distribution and Solvation Patterns
524Evolution. Regarding nucleophilic substitutions, free energy
525barriers can be interpreted in terms of charges redistribution
526since the reaction is driven by the tendency of the electrophile
527to become more negative. In this work, we monitored the
528charge redistribution by means of Mulliken’s populations over
529relevant atoms along the reaction, by computing the average
530 f6values for each umbrella sampling window (see Figures 6 and
531Supporting Information Figure S5). In general, evolution of
532charges is quite similar between the reaction in solution and in
533the enzymatic environment, being practically identical among
534the three conformations. At the same time that the S atom
535becomes more positive, its charge is transferred to both OR and
536OW atoms of hydrogen peroxide. The OS atom’s charge, on the
537other hand, remains almost unmodified from the RC to the TS.
538In the oxidation reaction, the enzyme provides a set of
539interactions described above which carefully guides this
540process, allowing the charge redistribution to take place at a
541lower energy cost compared to the reaction in aqueous
542solution. The opposite effect is observed in the overoxidation
Figure 5. Representative snapshots of reactant complex (RC), transition state (TS), and product complex (PC) for the oxidation of CysP-SO
−
(conformation II) by H2O2, obtained by umbrella sampling QM/MM simulations.
Figure 6. Mulliken charge evolution for the reaction of H2O2 with
MeSO− and MtAhpE-CysP-SO
− in conformation II (dashed and solid
lines, respectively). The reaction coordinate values corresponding to
the TS regions are indicated by a yellow and a red box for the reaction
in aqueous solution and protein, respectively. Labels are shown on a
representative snapshot of the QM subsystem.
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543 process, where the amount of charge transferred at around
544 −0.9 Å of the reaction coordinate (corresponding to TS for the
545 reaction in solution, yellow box in Figure 6) is lower than that
546 of the enzyme, at the same reaction coordinate value. In other
547 words, at the same stage of the reaction, the S atom is more
548 positive, and OR and OW are more negative in the reaction in
549 solution than in the enzyme. Interestingly, in the enzyme, once
550 the TS is reached, charges coincide approximately to those of
551 the TS in solution, which suggests that the free energy reaches
552 its maximum only once a certain amount of charge gets
553 distributed. The charge transfer from the nucleophilic center
554 (the S atom) to the hydroperoxide is achieved more easily (at
555 an earlier reaction coordinate value and with a lower free
556 energy cost) in aqueous solution than in this enzyme
557 microenvironment.
558 An interesting issue is how water molecules facilitate the
559 charge distribution needed in order to reach the TS and so
560 overcome the reaction free energy barrier. With the aim of
561 answering this question, we computed radial correlation
562 functions (g(r)) centered in selected atoms with respect to
563 oxygen water molecules at different stages of the reaction (see
f7 564 Figures 7 and Supporting Information Figure S3). Typically,
565 the first solvation shell (given by the first peak of the radial
566 correlation function) is centered between ∼2.7 and 3.0 Å
567 (radial distance) for oxygen atoms, while the S atom practically
568 lacks a solvation structure. More importantly, both in enzyme
569reactions and in solution reactions, the OS atom is pointing to
570the OR atom from the hydroperoxide at RC, while in the TS an
571OS−S−OR angle is slightly larger than 90° (see Figures 5 and
5727), allowing the OS atom to be fully solvated. Therefore, even
573though the charge on the OS atom does not change
574significantly from RC to TS, it becomes significantly more
575solvated at the TS, as reflected in the increase of the OS g(r)
576first peak for the reaction in solution (Figure 7).
577In the enzymatic environment, other residues, like Arg116
578(conformation I and II, Figure 4), interact with OS at the TS,
579replacing the solvent molecules, and solvation patterns remain
580almost unaffected from RC to TS (see Supporting Information
581Figure S3). The only exception is conformation III, in which
582the different orientation of Arg116 allows the entrance of more
583water molecules into the active site, and particularly the OW
584atom becomes more solvated at the TS. These differences in
585solvation patterns between RC and TS account for the
586observed tendency in the free energy profiles: the more
587efficiently the TS is solvated, compared to the RC, the lower
588the free energy barrier. Finally, these results also suggest that
589there is no specific stabilization of the RC or TS provided by
590residues of the active site, since the differential solvation
591rationale seems to account for all the observed differences
592between the free energy barriers of the reaction in solution and
593in the enzyme and between the three enzyme conformations
594studied.
4. CONCLUSIONS
595A multiscale study of the H2O2-mediated oxidation of
596sulfenates either in a LMW compound as well as in a
597peroxidatic cysteine residue was performed. MtAhpE-CysP-
598SO− and MeSO− were selected as examples and free energy
599profiles calculations by means of the umbrella sampling
600method, which allowed us to estimate free energy barriers as
601well as mechanistic information and evolution of key
602properties through the process for each case.
603In the case of MtAhpE-CysP-SO
−, we analyzed and
604compared three different starting conformations obtained by
605relatively long classical simulations of the enzyme with a H2O2
606molecule restrained close to its active site. These conforma-
607tions differed mainly on the orientation of H2O2 and Arg116, a
608strictly conserved residue in this enzyme family and actively
609contributing in the oxidation step of the catalytic cycle. The
610different interaction network at the active site was useful for
611understanding the influence of certain residues and solvent
612molecules in the free energy barriers obtained. In comparison
613with the reaction in solution, our results suggest that the
614MtAhpE environment does not accelerate the overoxidation
615process by hydrogen peroxide. The possible role of protein
616microenvironment in overoxidation caused by other hydro-
617peroxides such as fatty acid hydroperoxides, that are not only
618highly efficient substrates for this enzyme but also rapidly
619inactivate it through overoxidation,29,42 should be a matter of
620further investigation. Moreover, the free energy barriers
621showed that overoxidation is unfavored by the enzyme,
622which can be related to a better stabilization of the TS in
623aqueous solution because of a significant increase in the local
624solvation of OS with respect to the RC stage. In this context,
625the advantages of the QM/MM approach, which allowed us to
626explore the free energy landscape including explicitly the
627solvent water molecules at an affordable cost, are highlighted.
628Finally, free energy profiles allowed us to obtain not only
629mechanistic information but also kinetic and thermodynamic
Figure 7. Left: Representative snapshots of reactant complex (RC),
transition state (TS), and product complex (PC) for the oxidation of
MeSO− by H2O2 in aqueous solution, obtained by umbrella sampling
QM/MM simulation. Bond interactions within centers closer than 2
Å are depicted. Right: Corresponding radial correlation functions for
selected atoms with respect to MM water oxygen atoms obtained by
performing 50 ps QM/MM sampling with the stochastic Langevin
thermostat model.
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630 properties that could be directly compared with experimental
631 data for validating the methodology. In addition, we have
632 shown that properties such as the evolution of charge
633 distribution, solvation patterns, and geometric parameters
634 that cannot be easily assessed experimentally can be estimated
635 quite directly from the simulations and offer useful information
636 for the understanding of the reactive processes in complex
637 environments.
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